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SOCIAL
NETWORKS

25,300
followers

17,700
6,000

35,000+

Unique visitors per month to
mountaineering.scot

159,000+
Combined audience reach

82% take part in hillwalking

36% take part in winter mountaineering

67% 33%

CIRCULATION

16,500
94%
79%
94%

of members always
read the magazine
said it adequately
covered their areas
of interest
said the overall quality
of the magazine was
very good

25% climb regularly at indoor climbing

AGE
16-24

9%

25-34

16%

35-44

17%

45-54

22%

55-64

21%

65-74

12%

75+

3%

25% take part in climbing outdoors

22% take part in scrambling

15% take part in bouldering indoors

7% take part in ski-touring

28% take part in mountain biking/cycling
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MOUNTAINEERING Scotland has made a
donation of £5000 towards an important
footbridge in Knoydart.
The Carnoch Bridge, over the River
Carnach at NM866965, was removed earlier
this year after flood damage made it too
dangerous to use. The bridge is on the
Camusrory Estate and, though not crucial
to estate operations, was a vital link in
the popular walkers’ route from Inverie to
Sourlies Bothy (NM869951). The route is
also on the main walking route into Knoydart
from the south and part of the Cape Wrath
Trail, and it has been estimated that 2-3,000
people were using it each year.
The remote location means that bringing
in the materials and constructing a safe
replacement will be a costly exercise, which
has been estimated at a total of £45-50,000.
This comprises £32,000 for the bridge itself
– a two-span girder bridge, with a higher
clearance than the old one – and substantial
costs for transportation and installation.
Scotways, formerly the Scottish Rights
of Way Society, is coordinating an appeal
to raise funds for the bridge replacement
and has pledged £5000 of its own funds.
Mountaineering Scotland has agreed to
donate £5000, as has the Mountain Bothies
Association, with £10,000 pledged by the
Scottish Mountaineering Trust.
Stuart Younie, Chief Executive Officer
of Mountaineering Scotland explained:
“This bridge was constructed by public
subscription in the early 1980s as a
memorial to two climbers and, although
the estate inherited liability for maintaining
it over the years, it has been used
predominantly by walkers rather than estate
staff. It seems fitting g iven the history of the
bridge and its importance in maintaining
access to the Knoydart area, that the
outdoor community should contribute to its
replacement.”

Tom with all that
remained of the
climbing rack
after the retreat
from the north
face – two pegs,
three wires and
some tat.

Scots climbers new routing on Mount Jezebel

By Uisdean Hawthorn

“W

e will not leave until we
‘ave the chairs!” said the
Frenchman; “and the table
outside, the black one, is
for rent, no?”
I stood in the Talkeetna
Air Taxi office, watching with great amusement as the
American staff tried to communicate with the French:
a table really wasn’t necessary. I did think it would be
good to see the French lording it up on the glacier with
kilos of bread, garlic, cheese and wine but, fortunately,
they were going to a different part of the Revelation
Mountains, so we wouldn’t get jealous of their luxuries.
Compared to them Tom Livingstone and I had very
basic supplies for our base camp set-up – mainly freezedried meals and bagels.
A few hours later, we were crammed into a tiny plane
with all our gear packed around us. Paul Roderick, our
pilot, kept saying: “Try not to let your knee hit that lever
too much.”
“OK,” I said, trying to act as relaxed as he did. But I
probably failed when I noticed a label above the lever
that said THROTTLE. After over an hour of flying, Paul
said, “I’ll just whip it around to give you a good look.”
We both stared intently at the north face of Mt. Jezebel,

Top: Traversing the
summit ridge

Above: The north
face of Mt Jezebel.
The intended
route went up the
narrower dark
slot just left of the
central couloir.
“Taxi for Hawthorn!”

our main objective of the trip.
“Looks steep, cold and cool,” I
thought.
From the plane we could see
a line up the centre of the face,
which was the only one without
big seracs above it. Ten days later,
Tom and I stood on a snow patch a third
of the way up the route. We looked up an
overhanging 10m-wide chimney, with a massive snow
mushroom blocking it. Below was 40m of vertical
sugar snow, with not a drop of ice in sight. “Bugger! I
guess it’s not possible then,” we grudgingly agreed. We
began the horrible process of abseiling down the eight
pitches we had just climbed, most of which were 70m
long, with bad gear and worse belays. We eventually
made it down to the glacier, skiing back to base camp
on the east side of the mountain later that night.
Base camp life resumed over the next few days, with
excessive amounts of lying down and eating, and small
amounts of skiing in between. The amount of butter
being used to toast the bagels meant they were deep
fried rather than toasted. I started to feel lethargic. All
the lying down just made me want to lie down more.
But we’d settled on an alternative route, tackling the

east face of the mountain, and
packed our bags.
The weather looked to be
clearing up over the next few
days, so we set the alarm for 3am.
The alarm sounded – but when we
looked outside and saw it was still
snowing hard we went back to sleep.
We didn’t bother getting out of the tent until
10am, and spent the rest of the day killing time as
snow continued to lightly fall.
Next day, the alarm sounded at 3am again. This time
the stars were on show. Then came the usual faff and
attempts to eat breakfast without feeling ill. By 6am I
was following Tom stepping over the bergschrund and
onto the route. I tied in, racked up and started climbing
up 85 degree névé for 30 metres. Thankfully there
were two runners in the rock at 15m. After 30m it
steepened and quickly became vertical sugar snow and
quite serious. I inched towards some rock in a corner
below a roof. Eventually after thinking light thoughts
and digging lots I found some good runners under the
roof. I climbed the rocks on the right of the roof and
shouted “Watch me!” before climbing out left to step
round the roof. As I moved my feet round, the snow
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By Nick Carter, St John Scotland Mountain Safety Instructor
on what to think about when leading walks
in similar terrain and weather conditions.
This definitely made me more confident in
my own skills, and I gained new skills which
I feel certain I will be able to apply in my
future hikes.”
• “I learned a whole load of new skills
plus some extremely useful info and ways
of thinking of things.”
• “I gained a lot more confidence in
Scottish winter conditions. Having the skills
to be able to go out and have a safe/fun
day in the Highlands is very important, and
having these skills taught by an expert has
meant that I have a lot more confidence
when conditions change.”
My main geographical areas of work this
winter have been Glen Coe in the west and
North and South Cairngorms in the east.
The majority of skills that I’ve worked
on have been basic winter skills with
beginners, and at the time of writing this

a fantastic opportunity to do something
that we wouldn’t have been able to do
otherwise. It gave me a great idea of
how much more there is to learn about
mountaineering and what I’d like to be
aiming towards.”
• “I learned how to behave in winter
conditions and what I can do in critical
situations. After this training I feel better
prepared for winter conditions and so I feel
much safer now.”
• “I learned so much about everything
to do with winter mountaineering. Winter
walking was really fun and hard work.
Learning how to use ice axes and
crampons is a really useful skill, and I
learned more than I thought possible in two
days.”
• “I gained more experience in
unfavourable winter conditions. Throughout
the entire hike we were given suggestions

article I had worked with 71 students with
two weekends still to go. With others I
worked on more advanced mountaineering
techniques where I introduced the use of
a rope. Sometimes this was using snow
anchors and on the less snowy weekends
I taught the use of rock anchor belays too.
I was out with 26 students teaching these
more advanced skills.
The weekends all ran smoothly and there
has certainly been an improvement with
club organisation since I did this job for
the first time last year. Towards the end of
the season it became increasingly more
spring-like with a lot less late winter snow
than recent past winters. This meant I was
able to introduce some students to rock
climbing skills.
The evening slideshow which I have
shown to all members of each club who
attended the weekend meet has so far been
shown to 176 students this winter.
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LYME Disease and other tick-borne infections
have been discussed at the Scottish
Parliament as a campaign bids to raise
awareness of the dangers. A parliamentary
debate was held at Holyrood on 14 June,
followed by an awareness event organised by
the charity Lyme Disease UK and attended
by MSPs, a number of outdoor organisations
(including Mountaineering Scotland) and
people who have or have had Lyme Disease.
During the debate, cross-party agreement was
reached on the need for action on awareness,
testing and treatment.
There has also been a petition to the
Scottish Parliament calling on it to urge the
Scottish Government “to improve testing and
treatment for Lyme Disease and associated
tick-borne diseases by ensuring that medical
professionals in Scotland are fully equipped
to deal with the complexity of tick-borne
infections, addressing the lack of reliability of
tests, the full variety of species in Scotland,
the presence of ‘persister’ bacteria which are
difficult to eradicate, and the complexities
caused by the presence of possibly multiple
co-infections, and to complement this with a
public awareness campaign.”
This petition gained 1765 signatures,
one of the highest responses to any healthrelated petition in the last four years, and will
be discussed by the Petitions Committee in
September.
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Beinn Eighe, 1998

Top, down: Burns Supper Braemar 2015; Drochaid Glas
Ridge; Sgurr nan Gillean

Get Climbing
The art
of route
setting
‘It’s not an
exact science’
By Kevin Howett
Sports Development Officer

A hot day on Buchaille Etive Mhor in 2001

CLIMBSCOTLAND organises and runs 25
formal competitions each year for young
climbers aged between 8 and 19. They cover
a huge range of abilities and experience
and include the grass-roots Scottish
Schools Climbing Competition,
the Scottish Youth Climbing
Series and the National
Scottish Championships
in all three disciplines Routes, Boulders and
Speed.
Unlike other sports
such as gymnastics,
swimming and field
events where the
field is standardised,
climbing competitions
are held on indoor
climbing walls with purposedesigned routes and boulder
problems which must be reset for
every competition. This is so that there is a
level playing field (so to speak) with none of
the competitors able to practice the climb
beforehand. This means that the role of the
route setter is of the utmost importance.
Considering this, it is strange there has
been no formal route design training in place
in the UK. In this respect we are way behind
other countries, many of whom have formal
setter training standards, the USA being a
good example. Most UK setters have gained
their expertise and knowledge through their
personal climbing and setting for indoor
walls. The exceptions are those trained to set
for international (IFSC) events, most of whom
have competed at that level in the past. Here
at Mountaineering Scotland we have started
to investigate specific design training.

Climbing on Kirrie Hill

CLUBSPOT
Stonehaven Mountaineering
and Hillwalking Club
By Roger Owen
STONEHAVEN Mountaineering and
Hillwalking Club was formed in 1978 after a
local newspaper advertisement placed by a
couple of keen mountaineers, Brian Heaton
and George Farquhar, attracted a great deal
of interest.
I attended the first meeting and, as I asked
a couple of questions, was immediately
drafted onto the inaugural committee. The
first outing was to Lochnagar in February of
that year and this is re-enacted every year,
although thankfully not in the original garb
of those times; some of us well remember
the knee length tweed breeches and bright
orange cagoules with that huge single chest
pocket. On one such wintry Lochnagar outing
our first secretary, Alistair Clarke, arrived
with a broken windshield but was not put
off the day’s climb. Alistair prepared for the
return 50-mile drive by donning every item of
clothing and a ski mask but still had to stop
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three times to have his fingers prised from the
steering wheel.
The club turned out 30 or more members
for each outing in the first 15 years or so and
we hired a bus to take us on our monthly
outings. These were pretty memorable: one
driver, John, repeatedly rammed the snow
drifts on the Ben Lawers high road until he
got through. Imagine that today! On another
occasion the bus got stuck trying to squeeze
across a narrow bridge on the South Loch
Earn road. Rocketing fuel costs and drivers’
hours policies sadly put an end to the buses
and nowadays our monthly outings are by
sharing cars.
We are a very wide range of people tied
by a common love of the hills and glens of
Scotland and the club has a reputation for
its friendliness to new members – we are
sometimes even friendly to the long-serving
members! Unfortunately, we don’t allow dogs

on our outings after someone’s Alsatian bit
another member; we think it was the bright
orange boiler suit he was wearing that did it.
We enjoyed annual week-long trips away
right from the beginning, initially to Skye,
which were mostly about rock-climbing and
scrambling, and occasional pub visits. Many
an entertaining night was spent in the Glen
Brittle Hut with table traversing (traversing over
and under a table in a complete circuit without
touching the floor) being introduced by a
member from New Zealand and adopted by
the more flexible club members. Those early
Skye weeks were quite formative for some of
us and we learned much from old masters,
like the infamous George Farquhar. Years
later, climbing in the Alps, three of us were
high on a glacier when one guide remarked
to us that he hadn’t seen ropework like that
since the 1950s.
Later we began to visit many different
locations in Scotland, so long as there were
Munros and Corbetts around them, and that
continues today. There have been some
memorable expeditions. Some members enjoy
long backpacking trips across the Highlands,
camping high and watching brilliant sunsets.
There are great memories: four of us walked
the six highest tops of the Cairngorms in just
under 24 hours in 1983, and since then there
have been a couple of coast-to-coasts as well
as walking over the Munros from Ben Macdui
to Ben Nevis on a memorable walk we called
‘The Roof of Scotland’, an account of which
appeared in Scottish Mountaineer some years
ago.
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Find out more about Lyme Disease UK at
www.lymediseaseuk.com

Advice on protecting
yourself from ticks, by
Lyme Disease UK
• Carry sharp pointed tweezers or tick
removal tool with you at all times.
• When engaging in outdoor activities
use repellent that is effective against
ticks and other biting insects.
• Take extra precautions in long grass,
leaf litter and wooded areas, and stick to
pathways
• Wear a long-sleeved top and tuck
trousers into socks to reduce exposure.
Light-coloured clothing may enable you
to see ticks more easily.
• If you are in a high risk area or taking
part in a high risk activity, it is possible to
buy pre-treated clothing from camping or
hunting shops that has been sprayed with
the repellent permethrin or you can spray
clothing and shoes with this product
yourself. (Do not spray directly on skin
and be aware that it is toxic to cats.
• Check yourself, your children and your
pets regularly for ticks when out and
about and once you get home. Brush off
any ticks that are unattached.
• If you see an embedded tick, remove it
as quickly as possible using the correct
tick removal technique. If you become
unwell or notice a rash, see your GP
immediately and mention your concerns
about Lyme Disease.

apart or making them smaller. The angle
and placing of a hold in relation to other
holds can make massive differences in how
it can be used, and can demand mastery
of different techniques, or dictate whether a
move is made in balance or out of balance.
The use of ‘volumes’ as well as holds will
also make sure it’s not just a case of the
climber with the best grip and arm strength
winning. A competition route will also be
devised so that the challenge increases with
height, to get a fair separation of competitors.

3 CONSERVATION
MATTERS

Return of the
‘Wee Trees’

THE Met Office has made major changes to
its mountain weather forecasts. The Mountain
Region Forecasts cover a wide range of high
altitude areas across Great Britain including
most of the high ground in Scotland north
of the central belt, The Lake District; The
Yorkshire Dales, The Peak District, Snowdonia
and The Brecon Beacons.
In Scotland, where the forecast was simply
split into east and west Highlands, it now has
separate forecasts for North-west Highlands,
North Grampian, South Grampian & South-east
Highlands, and South-west Highlands.
The forecasts provide area-specific risks
of weather hazards and forecasts for weather
conditions in three-hourly periods, including
wind speed and direction; temperature; the
probability of rain or snow; visibility levels; and
whether cloud is expected to cover hill tops
– to help outdoor enthusiasts prepare routes,
clothing and equipment.
Shaun Roberts, Principal at Glenmore
Lodge, Scotland’s National Outdoor Training
Centre, said: “Detailed mountain weather
forecasting is an integral and critical part of
our daily planning. We are delighted that the
SportScotland Mountain Weather research in
2015 has helped influence commitment and
developments into public mountain weather
service provision and welcome the investment
that the Met office has made to support those
heading into our hills and mountains.”
Richard Orrell, Deputy Head of the Public
Weather Service, said: “Our new and improved
Mountain Forecast is compiled by speciallytrained meteorologists who often spend time in
the hills and mountains and know the ins and
outs of mountain weather. This helps them to
provide accurate altitude forecasts.”
Mountaineering Scotland’s advice is always
to check a dedicated mountain weather forecast
as an essential part of preparation before
heading for the hills. Weather in the mountains
can be very different from that at lower level and is notoriously fickle - so even when you’ve
checked the forecast you should ensure you
have suitable clothing and equipment.
Check out the new format Mountain Forecast
at www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/
mountain-forecasts.

THE thought of delving into development planning
policy can inspire one of two responses: some folk
love the analysis and cut and thrust of debate over
the detail of clauses; others – possibly the majority –
may quietly groan and get their boots on, preferring
to go for a walk. Whichever side you are on, the
new Planning (Scotland) Bill now going through the
Scottish Parliament is likely to have an impact on
your life.
How does it affect our mountaineering interests?
Most of the built development that we see in the
uplands requires planning permission. (Hilltracks
and Permitted Development Rights is a different topic
and we will come back to that when the forthcoming
report on the subject by Scottish Environment LINK
is published this autumn.)
The planning framework sets out principles and
constraints on location and scale of developments.
This is to protect valued places from plans that
would diminish their value. We know from the
members’ survey last year that 84% of those who
replied regard the protection of Wild Land Areas as
a high priority for our campaigning work. That shows
the value that hillwalkers and climbers place on the
wild qualities of the landscape and is something that
we wish to protect.
Our concern with the Planning Bill as it currently
stands is that it says very little about protecting
our environment. We need MSPs and the Scottish
Government to look again at how landscape and the
environment, and especially all the Wild Land Areas,

can be better protected for the benefit of wildlife
and people. The Bill has reached Stage 2 where
amendments can be submitted by MSPs. We are
seeking MSPs to support an Amendment for Wild
Land protection as an important part of Scotland’s
natural heritage.
It is important that we recognise that Wild Land
is not necessarily empty land, but it is the qualities
of the wildness that we wish to protect. These areas
are the best examples in Scotland where these wild
qualities can be found. Once damaged, or if eroded
piecemeal, it is difficult if not impossible to recover
what we had and lost.
We have also argued that a fair say for all parties
involved is important, so the introduction of an equal
right of appeal in some cases is long overdue. At the
moment developers can appeal against a refusal, but
there is no equivalent right of appeal for communities
affected by planning decisions. There need to be
changes to the Planning Bill in Stage 2 to take this
equality issue into account.
Mountaineering Scotland will be working with
other like-minded groups this autumn to campaign
for recognition of the importance of Wild Land
in legislation and for an Equal Right of Appeal.
Watch out for updates in the news section of the
website and the monthly members newsletter where
opportunities to add your weight to the campaign will
be highlighted. You can help by asking your MSPs
to support amendments for protection of Wild Land
Areas and Equal Rights of Appeal for communities.

Find out more about
how to get involved at
www.mountaineering.scot/
campaigns/get-involved

YOU can sometimes see them high up in the
hills: small, shrubby bushes lying low amongst
the heather and blaeberry. They aren’t at all
common, but if you are lucky you can see
a couple scattered here and there. Juniper
is readily recognised with its softly prickly
needles, but small willows can be seen too,
and occasionally Dwarf Birch, looking nothing
like its larger cousins, Silver and Downy.
These are the remnants of the natural
treeline in Scotland. This isn’t the timberline,
where commercial closed-canopy forestry
stops growing, often abruptly with a hard
edge. This is higher upslope where trees
become so reduced in size by altitude and
aspect – temperature and exposure – that
they take on a stunted form and become
scattered in the landscape. They are usually
birch, rowan and Scots pine, and intermixed
with them are willows you may never have
heard of or seen, like downy, tea-leaved and
woolly willows.
This zone of low-growing shrubs growing
through the treeline is known as montane
scrub and is the rarest of our woodland types.
Often the trees proper are gone, and only this
low-growing scrub remains to show where
trees would be, could be, not clothing the
hillside but peppered across it, softening the
landscape.
Beyond this zone the environment is too
harsh to support trees but the shrubs may
straggle on to still higher altitudes, hugging
the ground before the environment becomes
too extreme to support anything but moss and
lichen heath.
Is this rarity natural? It is well documented
historically that natural woodlands
disappeared through woodland clearance,
muirburn, and high numbers of animals
grazing and browsing, deer among them.
The local climate also plays a part, restricting
where trees and shrubs grow, but, given the
rarity of these wee trees in the landscape, it
is thought that more than exposure is limiting
where they grow. There are places where this
low, open, scrubby woodland, could exist but
doesn’t through animals grazing.
Given a chance this low open woodland
could expand its range, binding thin upland
soils, helping preventing erosion and giving
a softer edge to woodland in the mountains.
There are a couple of issues though, one of
which is the lack of plants in the landscape
able to set viable seed. These plants rely on
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either the wind to blow pollen grains through
the air or insects to transport it on their
bodies. Pollen grains are very small, and the
hillside is very large, making it difficult for the
pollen to get to the right place.
Even if new seed is produced, then it
still has obstacles to overcome, like finding
suitable space on the ground to germinate
and send up shoots. And if it manages that,
then these plants are very palatable to the
upland grazers and browsers – deer, hares,
voles – who will happily nibble at the shoot or
the bark, either restricting growth or killing off
the young plant completely.
Natural regeneration is difficult for these
rare willows, and growth of plants is slow
in this mountain zone. This process may
be speeded up by planting out nurserygrown stock. Conservation projects aimed
at expanding this rare feature of the submontane hillside have a difficult decision to
make: to erect deer fencing around the area
of planting to protect the plants, or to manage
down the numbers of herbivores by culling at
high altitude.
Both of these options will have visual
impacts on the hills. A fence will change the
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Arc’teryx
Bora AR 64L
MEN’S AC² hybrid pack for 4-7 day trips. RotoGlide™ hipbelt for
outstanding comfort in rugged terrain
• Primary use 4-7 day trekking
• Ventilated back panel
• Carries two ice axes
• Thermo-molded TegrisR frame sheet and aluminum stays
• RotoGlide™ (patent pending) hipbelt reduces chaffing by
adjusting to changes in back length as you move
• GridLock™ shoulder straps adjusts for both height and width
• Hybrid materials mapping uses weatherproof AC² fabric in
areas of high exposure to rain or snow
• Side zipper access
• Mesh hipbelt pockets
• Side pockets carry 1L bottles
• Hydration bladder compatible

RRP
£200

Apex Flex GTX Jacket
TAKE on any mission with a chance of showers with this new, ultra-soft, impossibly dry
jacket engineered with Gore-Tex®. Pairing a stretch-woven exterior for extra mobility with
an ultra-soft knit interior to keep you warm and comfortable, this totally waterproof rain
jacket doesn’t feel or sound like an average rain shell. Designed for ultimate versatility in
unpredictable conditions, an adjustable hood and pit-zip vents allow added ventilation in
warmer weather. Come rain or shine, seek no shelter in the new Apex Flex GTX jacket.
•
Apex Flex combines Gore-Tex® protection with soft shell flexibility
•
Weatherproof Gore-Tex® 3L shell with a soft, woven face and knit backer
•
Adjustable hood
•
Waterproof polyurethane (PU) front zipper
•
Covered hand pockets
•
Pit-zip venting

Satmap

Texenergy
Infinite Orbit Hand Crank
TEXENERGY’S Infinite Orbit hand crank generates instant power
direct to a device or battery. It is the ultimate survival tool for
emergency situations and is perfect for charging smartphones,
iPhones, GPS, satphones, headlamps and more.
Designed to give users instant power wherever they are; the
Infinite Orbit is the most reliable instant back-up power system
available today.
The Infinite Orbit is the ultimate survival tool, enabling you
to produce enough power in a couple of minutes to make that
essential call from your mobile phone, sterilise water with your
Steripen or charge a headlamp to provide essential light in critical
situations.
Ergonomically designed for ease of use the Infinite Orbit
gearing system offers fantastic power for minimal effort. It is
constructed from aluminium, making it lightweight, robust and
able to function at extreme temperatures.
www.texenergy.co.uk

RRP
£480*

www.snowandrock.com

Active 20

www.snowandrock.com

RRP
£100

character of high, remote land. Access by
walkers need not be a problem though and
can be fairly easily managed by confining new
planting to areas across slopes that tend not
to be walked so often, avoiding ridges and the
main paths to the tops.
If avoiding the use of fencing and its visual
impact, then maintaining low deer numbers is
very difficult in these high places.
The development of treeline and montane
scrub may also raise concern that the views
across the mountains will be obscured as
woodland matures. This type of exposed
woodland, the montane scrub, tends to be
short in height, and very open in structure,
with plants scattered across the hillside. There
is little fear in views from the upper slopes
being hidden by trees.
Trials by the National Trust for Scotland at
Ben Lawers, Trees For Life at Dundreggan,
and the Borders Forest Trust at Carrifran
show that restoring a natural treeline with
montane scrub brings in new plants and
animals to the area, and offers a different
perspective to the high bare hills we are
accustomed to.
You can find out more about the Wee
Trees on the Montane Scrub Action Group’s
website www.msag.org.uk, and SNH have
produced a booklet on montane scrub that
can be downloaded as pdf. The British
Ecological Society is arranging a symposium
on this topic on 3-4 September in Bergen but
there is a live web-link in Perth for the final
upland land-use policy discussion, see: www.
britishecologicalsociety.org/events/treelines/
for details.

MOUNTAIN SKILLS

Courses, skills and safety
on the mountains
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GET CLIMBING

Indoor and outdoor
climbing scenes
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The North Face

Samaris

ACCESS MATTERS

Rights of access
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RUGGED, Reliable, Touch Screen Mapping
The Active 20 is purpose built for the great outdoors. Offering
unrivalled IP68 waterproofing, IK7 shock-proofing, very long battery life
and d ual touchscreen/button control. Maps are supplied on microSD
cards that simply plug straight into the device, offering vast map
coverage in a handy GPS. The large, bright, high resolution colour
screen and detailed mapping options provide an excellent overview of
your surrounding areas. Features include a 3-axis electronic compass,
integrated barometric altimeter, Bluetooth & Wi-Fi connectivity, on
board route planning and map orientation options.
•
DualControl : 100% Touchscreen / Button control
•
Superb GPS
•
Wireless Connectivity
•
Rugged
•
Upgraded hardware
•
Barometric Altimeter
•
Geocaching

RRP
£460

Rab
Altus Jacket

STREAMLINED, lightweight and weatherproof, the men’s
Samaris Mid Hiking Boots is an excellent all-day hiking boot. The
endurance mesh uppers are engineered with extra space around
the toes to allow for natural movement on climbs, making them
ideal for active walkers. Hydropel technology efficiently disperses
mud and water while the waterproof/breathable Isotex membrane
keeps feet dry inside and out. Weight-saving X-LT sole technology
with a hardwearing carbon outsole and a multi-directional cleat
pattern delivers superb traction and shock absorption on and off
the trail. Weighs 455 grams.

WITH the introduction of Cirrus™ Rab have harnessed decades of down expertise to
evolve a synthetic technology that offers a genuine alternative.
Cirrus combines the warmth to weight benefits of down with the wet-weather
performance of synthetics, including rapid dry times that allow the insulating fibres
to recover quickly, creating the perfect option for warm layering in cold, damp,
changeable conditions.
Rab’s new Altus jacket is the latest incarnation in our Cirrus range; lightweight
with a slim fit, elasticated cuffs and a durable Pertex® Quantum fabric. The Altus
is a streamlined alternative to the Nebula and Nimbus, and with the rapid dry times
provided by Cirrus will withstand sleet, snow and sideways rain during the winter
months.

www.regatta.com

RRP
£130

7 MEET THE
MEMBERS

Members and clubs share
tips, walks and photos
8

*Price based on Active 20 Bundle
www.cotswoldoutdoor.com

RRP
£85.00

Mid Hiking Boots

To advertise your company’s products within this section contact Ronnie Dodd on 0141 302 7757
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Call to action

Hillside management
4

Conservation Matters
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OUT THERE

Festivals, Events and
media reviews

www.rab.equipment
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GEAR

Latest gear on the market

The challenges for setters

Route setting, as well as being very creative,
is hard physical work and setters can be very
prone to repetitive strain injuries. Over the
years many of our best setters have had to
lay-off or stop altogether due to tendinosis.
Often this was the result of asking them
to set far too many climbs in one day. We
now recognise this as a problem and we
now employ a setting team rather than an
individual.
Even so, setting days can be very long.

The proposed woodland
scheme is intended to
increase the stability of
the slopes above the road
by changing the land use
from sheep grazing to a
diverse mixed broadleaf
woodland. It won’t happen
overnight and the benefits
won’t be fully felt until 15
to 30 years after planting. It
takes time for the trees to mature
and their roots to knit and bind the soil,
while annual leaf fall will add structure to the
soil, lessening the chances of it breaking up
and slipping.
Some parts will be planted with trees
suitable for the ground conditions, while
other parts, less prone to slipping, will be left
to allow natural regeneration, where trees
and shrubs grow when the soil conditions
are right for them. Above the main planting
areas, it is hoped that montane scrub can
be planted and develop, a rare woodland
type in Scotland that is transitional between
woodland and upland heaths (see article in
Conservation Matters).
There are wildlife benefits to this proposal,
creating a softer landscape, filling with wild
flowers between the young trees, encouraging
more insects in to pollinate the plants,

3
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But there are huge
differences between
setting for the general
public and setting for
a competition. Setting
a good flowing, enjoyable
route or boulder problem
which is correctly graded and will
be enjoyed by paying customers is more of
a subjective art than an objective exercise
and it is often possible to identify who set the
route because of their particular strengths,
weaknesses and creative minds (and
bodies!). The climbs need to be fun.
But when it comes to competitions,
because the objective is to split the field
and find the winners, a different approach
is required. And more complication appears
when setting for youth competitions because
of the sometimes huge differences in height
and body shape within the same age group
– children mature at different rates! Setting
then becomes much more complex and
difficult.
Setting a route for difficulty is more
complex than just spacing the holds further

schemes get planning
approval. This one was
different, however.
This was a joint
proposal from Forest
Enterprise and Transport
Scotland for what
could be described as a
soft-engineering project,
with the aim of stabilising
the slopes above the road
by planting a new broadleaf
woodland. This would complement the
hard-engineering works currently underway
along the roadside to prevent debris from
spilling onto the road and blocking it again.
The problem here is a potent mix of land
use and climate changes. On the steep
slope a thin peaty soil sits on sandy, gravelly
silts and clays mixed with cobbles. On top
of this is a layer of grass close-cropped by
innumerable sheep and deer over the years.
Couple this with an increase in more intense
rainfall on the ground over recent years and
you have a problem. The surface becomes
unstable when exceptionally heavy rainfall
hits the side of the hill. The surface layers
have little to bind them together when they get
waterlogged, and they conspire with gravity
on the steep slope to break up and flow down
and across the A83.
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Met Office’s
new
mountain
forecasts

Lyme Disease awareness

THE sun beat strongly down on the hillside,
the grass still green despite the weeks of hot,
dry weather. Freckles of yellow, white and pink
showed that the tormentil, bedstraw and thyme
were still doing well. The water in the burn
seeped slowly from flushes high up, trickling
over rock as it gathered momentum on its way
down the hillside, becoming the Croe Water
as it raced under the A83 below the Rest and
be Thankful, the gateway to Argyll.
This was no idle jaunt up into the Arrochar
Alps on a sunny day but an investigation into
the run of a deer fence, part of a proposed
new woodland planting scheme on the slopes
above the A83 at Glen Croe, in Cowal. This
area is well known to walkers and climbers
and needs little introduction. It has also
become notorious in recent times for landslips
that block the A83 for days at a time. The
road has been closed for a total of 41 days
over 12 separate occasions since 2007, says
Transport Scotland, involving a 25-mile detour
each time it is blocked.
The visit with Forest Enterprise staff was
to walk the line of a proposed deer fence
and determine where gates would need to
be positioned to maintain access to these
popular hills. Mountaineering Scotland
looks at many forestry proposals each year,
checking that any potential access and
landscape issues are dealt with before the

Call to action
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Out There

The St John Scotland
Mountain Safety Instructor
is a project wholly funded
by the Scottish charity St
John Scotland. Instructor
Nick Carter works with
Scottish university
mountaineering, hill
walking and rock climbing
clubs providing skills
and safety training in the
Scottish mountains. The
project has been running
for two winters now and
in January this year St
John Scotland agreed to
Nick’s proposal to expand
it into the autumn. As St
John Scotland funds the
training, the students don’t
have to pay anything for
his skills and experience.
Last winter (2015-16)
Nick provided training
on 11 weekends with
10 different student
university clubs. This
winter the programme was
expanded to reach more
clubs on more weekends.
During the winter season
of 2016-17 Nick attended
13 weekend meets with
12 different clubs. For
the first time Edinburgh
College Climbing Club
and Napier University
Rock Climbing Club were
able to take advantage of
the free training provided.

Latest news from the
organisation

Stabilising mountains and preserving access
By Davie Black

You can find out more about
both awards and how to send
a nomination at: www.mountaineering.scot/members/members-benefits/mountaineering-scotland-awards

By Davie Black

Searching for winter

Meet the Members

young person whose talent, enthusiasm
and commitment to climbing inspires
other young people to start or progress
with their own climbing. This might be
through competition climbing, coaching,
club activities or other exciting
endeavours.
Nominations for both awards should
be submitted by Monday 1 October
2018.

Planning for wild land

St John
Scotland
Mountain
Safety
Instructor

7

Time to nominate
your heroes
WE are again seeking nominations for
the Mountaineering Scotland Awards.
There are two awards on offer: The
Mountaineering Scotland Volunteer of
the Year Award, and the ClimbScotland
Young Climber of the Year Award.
The Mountaineering Scotland
Volunteer of the Year Award recognises
those who make a significant
voluntary contribution to Scottish
mountaineering through Mountaineering
Scotland, our clubs, groups, huts,
training programmes, competitions,
campaigning work or other relevant
activity areas. This may have been over
many years, or, simply outstanding
dedication that has made a real
difference and is valued by others.
The ClimbScotland Young Climber
of the Year Award recognises
participation and personal achievement
among our younger members (under
25s) in climbing. We are looking for a
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Mountain Skills

2 MOUNTAINEERING
SCOTLAND NEWS

Access Matters

High point of the
north face route.

Mountain Skills

THIS winter was certainly a challenging
season. The challenge was in finding good
winter conditions. There were often whiteouts to navigate in and deep snowdrifts to
wade through, but very little hard frozen
névé.
The lack of early winter storms meant
there was little in the way of large areas
of old, hard re-frozen snow. This meant
that teaching some skills, like kicking and
cutting steps, ice axe arrest and crampon
work, challenged me to ‘make it work’ with
what was available.
Fortunately from the feedback I’ve had it
seems that the students were still able to
learn plenty from their days out on the hill.
Comments over the season included:
• “Lots of key safety and info given
informally with examples, more engaging
and memorable than reading or talks.
Our group went up the In Pinn, which was

4

If any individual member would like more
information or would wish to support this
project, they can contact Scotways Director
David Dixon on 01875 812985.

The east face
route followed the
line of thin couloir
streaks just left of
centre.

FEATURES

Members’ climbing
adventures in Scotland
and the rest of the world
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ADVERTISING
Dali Dahmane, Advertising Manager
Tel: 0141 302 7759
dali.dahmane@newsquest.co.uk

COPY REQUIREMENT
Complete Artwork: We prefer to accept advertising in the
following formats: Press Optimised PDF; Illustrator EPS; Photoshop
EPS, JPEG or TIFF at 300dpi. (Fonts should be embedded/outlined
to paths and all pictures should be CMYK).
In-house Design: Advertisements can also be made up in-house
by our production staff. Text and images should ideally be emailed.
Digital images may be supplied on CDs or via link to download and
must be large enough to be printed at 300 dpi at the target size.
JPEG compression, if used, must be kept at a high level to ensure
colour is not lost. Low resolution images cannot be accepted.
If you have any query regarding these specifications please call our
production department on 0141 302 7765.
NB. Finished page size is 297mm (H) x 210mm (W) with a 3mm
bleed all round. Please see next page for full ad size specification.
NBB. It should be noted that the Magazine Division of Newsquest
(Herald & Times) Ltd will NOT, under any circumstances, accept
copies of fonts. Fonts are licensed to the purchaser and may only
be copied for the purposes of backing up. It is illegal to copy fonts in
any form (ie to external disks, via ISDN etc). Further advice on fonts
and their usage can be obtained from Fontworks on 0207 226 4411.

PRINT
FULL COLOUR DISPLAY POSITION
Eighth Page
Quarter Page
Half Page
Full Page
Double Page Spread

£295
£545
£995
£1895
£2900

COVERS - FULL COLOUR
Inside Back Cover
Inside Front Cover
Outside Back Cover

£2,000
£2,100
£2,200

CLASSIFIEDS
Single Column Centimetre
(min size: 3cms x 1 column)

£22

INSERTS Price on application
These are accepted for loose insertion.
Size must not exceed 260mm(h) x 180mm(w)
VOLUME DISCOUNT
2 Bookings
5% discount on above
3 Bookings
10% discount on above
4 Bookings
15% discount on above
* Please ensure you are given a booking reference by
your account exec.
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SPEC
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DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Trim
Trim: 297mm(h) x 420mm(w)
Type
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 426mm(w)
Bleed
Type: 280mm(h) x 402mm(w)
Gutter 18mm (9mm on each page)

HALF PAGE VERT BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 103mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 106mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE VERT
Type: 280mm(h) x 94mm(w)

FULL PAGE BLEED
Trim: 297mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 303mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 280mm(h) x 192mm(w)

QUARTER PAGE
Type: 135mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ BLEED
Trim: 146mm(h) x 210mm(w)
Bleed: 151mm(h) x 216mm(w)
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

EIGHTH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 94mm(w)

HALF PAGE HORIZ
Type: 135mm(h) x 192mm(w)

SIXTEETH PAGE
Type: 65mm(h) x 45mm(w)

NB. The trim area defines the size the page will be cut to. You should avoid the use of text up to the edge of the page, ideally keeping any important
text within the ‘type’ area defined above. Where you require adverts to bleed off the page, a bleed area of 3mm all round should be added to the trim
specs, as detailed above.
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DEVICES

AUDIENCE

Scottish Mountaineer is available on ever-more
devices from computers to smartphones and tablets

MAGAZINE
RATES

Digital
1

DESKTOP

2

TABLET

3

SMARTPHONE

1

SPEC

4 DIGITAL EDITION
EMAIL NOTIFICATION

DIGITAL

Digital edition gets
sent out to all 14,000
Mountaineering Scotland
members and can be
accessed free from the
Mountaineering Scotland
website.

Advertisers
email and
website
addresses
hyperlinked
4

2

Banner advertising is
available, positioned at
the top of the notification
email.
£595 per issue

Banner:
900 pixels (w)
x 100 pixels (h)

Specification: JPG only
900 pixels wide x
100 pixels deep

3
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ONLINE
www.mountaineering.scot

MAGAZINE
RATES
SPEC
DIGITAL

ADVERTISING
Dali Dahmane
Advertising Manager
Tel: 0141 302 7759
dali.dahmane@heraldandtimes.co.uk

Digital
THE STATS
• Averaging 35,000+ unique visitors per month
• Average visitor duration 5.39 minutes
• Total pages viewed 342,000 per month
THE BENEFITS
Many more of our regular readers and your
consumers now spend more and more time
online as every minute becomes even more
precious. Our website offers you the chance
to interactively showcase your products and
services to a significant and growing online
audience.
Combine this with print and social networks
and you are able to reach a further increased
readership of 159,000+.
Choose your preferred display option on our
site and have it positioned to appear run of
site or tailor your message to a specific section
or sub header within our site map.
THE FACTS
• Reach a larger audience
• Reach a new audience
• More exposures for your brand
• Your advert is accessible 24/7
• There are no geographic restrictions

Banner:
1140 pixels (w) x 141 pixels (h)

THE RATES
Banners on home page and inside
£595 per month
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